
















The time has come to manage a 

dialogue among engineers, 

designers, architects, urban 

planners and researchers to 

create synergy among mobility, 

architecture, and urban 

development.

How to create cities that are free 

from cars, pollution, and traffic?

How to change transportation 

strategies within big cities?
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Interestingly, the fast rise in 

population started after the 

second half of the 18th Century 

(1750-1800), coinciding with the 

technological development 

harnessed by the Industrial 

Revolution, fostering a better 

quality of life and the rise of 

financial centers.



Lack of Civic behavior

Disharmony and stress

Saturation and Chaos
Lack of productivity

Violence and hysteria

Healt Decline

However, reality has come to be much different from 

expected. The economic strategies from capitalist contexts, 

the growing population, and the utopian pursuit of the 

American dream, have dragged us into becoming an 

uncontrolled civilization.



10,189 km of linear roadways















Changes in law regulation for automobile transportation Persistent campaigns for the shift of transportation

paradigms and habits Technologies improvements to increase engine efficiency Improvements in

communication technologies Decentralization of business hubs
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100% Hp Motor 2390kgs 150km/h 14km/Lt

23.1% Hp Motor 550kg useful load for 100% of vehicle 

capacity

6.9% Hp Motor 165kgs, average vehicle load of 80% of 

private vehicles

Only 6.9% of fuel is used to move 1.5 passengers

Hypothetically, for every $100 pesos of fuel, we only use $6.60 pesos to 

move our weight. What happens with the other $93.40 pesos?



TRADITIONAL ARRANGEMENT

SEATS      = 42

STANDING PEOPLE (5 PERSONS X M2) = 23

TOTAL BUS CAPACITY =  65

60

STANDING AREA

SEATING AREA

1.5 of passenger



43 seated passengers

26.30m2

9 seated passengers

26.30m2

75 passengers at full capacity



43p seated passengers

172p seated passengers

153.00m
2

43p - 26.30m2
1:6

















empathy with the environment

environment adaptability

symbiosis

harmonious cohabitation of beigns

effectivenes: efficiency + efficacy

complementarity  

form is function

evolution

cyclic systems 

principle of frugality <<only what is needed>>

0
0
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Collateral damage

Application Sustainability principles

Life Quality growth

Pollution affections

The need for creation of good experiences

Lack of organization

Addaptability to the context conditions

Technology affordance



Empaty with the environment

Ability to adapt to the medium

Symbiosis

Cohabitation in harmony

Effectivenes

Complementarity 

Form is function

Evolution

Cyclic Systems

Principle of Frugalty:  «Only what is needed»

0

0
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Sustainability
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Smart 
Infrastructure

Cibernetic

operation 

System

Adaptable to Context

Appends to existing 

urban infrastructure

Evolutive Architecture

programming and 

payment of 

Transportation services 

via mulimedia



Socio Economical Levels

B to A - Highest income: From 

$8,000.00 USD or more per 

month.

E - Lowest income: From 

$300.00 USD or less per month.
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Utilitarian Products Object - Art

Function

Cost
Form Function

Costo

Form
Function Cost Form

World Class Products

Objetivity and 
Function

Symbol and 
EmotionValue Factors Value Factors

The Engineering World The World of Art

Value Factors






